Flexible, Customizable Television Programming and Signal Distribution

( DON'T LET THE CONTROL GO TO YOUR HEAD )

ON AIR
Television Signal Distribution System

How It Works
Incoming signals from cable, satellite, or local origin are encoded, distributed over an ethernet-based local area network, and decoded at multiple tv sets in accordance with programming established by facility management.

Programming Capability
• Flexible programming allows daily, weekly, or ad hoc scheduling for each display
• Channels automatically change throughout the day without staff intervention
• Create your own advertisements or information screens using industry standard HTML
• Easily integrates with existing cable or dish networks

System Benefits
• Control of facility-wide tv programming from single work station
• Content-specific programming consistent with unit classification
• Controls unlimited number of tv’s
• Local programming content + cable and satellite offerings
• Infinitely expandable
• CAT6 infrastructure, no coaxial cabling required

THE BLACK CREEK TV DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM OFFERS FLEXIBLE FACILITY-WIDE PROGRAMMING AND SCHEDULING – ALL FROM YOUR PROGRAMMING WORKSTATION
A TYPICAL TELEVISION SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
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